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Minton-Jones Supply Manager Walter Winn
Honored as Wounded Warrior of the Year

EDITORIAL
Can You Help Our
Wounded Warriors?
Even though we can all debate the merits or lack
thereof of our country’s policies and actions in the
Middle East, surely there can be no disagreement
about the way our young men and women who
fought over there have served our country.
No doubt 20 minutes on Google can uncover
some less than praiseworthy acts, but that
doesn’t take away anything from the basic fact
that the vast majority of our troops served with
courage and integrity and many of them paid a
heavy price for their service.
Now, as they come home and seek a return to
productive civilian life, they need our help.
Also on this page, you can read the story of
Walter Winn, once a member of the 82nd
Airborne, now an employee of Atlanta-based
independent, Minton-Jones.
Walter is just one of literally thousands who put
themselves in harm’s way on our behalf and who
paid dearly for it. Providing meaningful work for
them on their return, if it is within our power, is
the least we can do.

Rep. Renee Ellmers (R-NC) presents Wounded Warrior of the Year, SPC Walter Winn, with a copy of the
Congressional Record entry honoring him.

Life these days is a whole lot simpler than it used to be for Walter Winn. As Ft.
Bragg, North Carolina supply manager for Atlanta-based independent MintonJones, he is responsible for making sure the dealership’s U.S. army customers
on the base get their office supplies when and where they need them.
Occasionally, there’s a problem with a printer running out of toner or someone
needing special binders in a hurry for a meeting, but most days are pretty
routine and that’s just how Walter likes it.
Not so long ago, though, his days were anything but routine, as a Specialist
serving with the 82nd Airborne in Kuwait during Operation Enduring Freedom.
CONTINUED on page 4 >>
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It’s hard to attend an industry meeting of any
kind without hearing at least one complaint
about how hard it is to find good people these
days. These heroes—volunteers all—have
already proved the quality of their character
under the most difficult of circumstances and
they are eager to make a meaningful contribution
if given the opportunity.
If you are able to give one or more of them that
opportunity, why not do it? Chances are you’ll
be adding a tremendous new asset to your own
organization and certainly sending a strong
message to your employees and your customers
about the values that drive your business.
But more important than any of that, you’ll be
helping someone who has earned that help in a
way that most of us can only imagine. Walter’s
boss at Minton-Jones, Chip Jones, has offered
to serve as a point of contact on this effort. If you
can help, please give him a call or drop him an
email today (cjones@mintonjones.com or
770-449-4787 ext. 118).
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ECi can expand
my business into
multiple verticals.
“WE’VE EXPANDED INTO SEVERAL
VERTICALS OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS,
SUPPORTED BY SOLUTIONS WE’VE
ACQUIRED FROM ECI.”
–Jeff Schroeder • The Supply Room Companies

ECi lets you do business your way with:
On-premise or
Cloud-based Solutions

Multi-vertical &
Multi-location Support

Fully Integrated &
Customizable E-commerce

Yes, you CAN do business your way!

Business Analytics, CRM,
Mobility & Other Tools

Visit www2.ECiSolutions.com/ican to find the solutions that fit YOU!

866-374-3221 • info@ECiSolutions.com • www.ECiSolutions.com
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Walter was deployed for two years before his unit came under
an attack that left him severely wounded and that led to a long
period of hospitalization and multiple surgeries and therapy.

Fifty Years and Counting for
Cal Bennett’s, CA Independent

It took close to four years before he was ready to leave hospital
and on his release, he was assigned to the Fort Bragg Warrior
Transition Battalion (WTB), a special unit whose mission is to
foster healing for wounded soldiers and help them return to
civilian life as productive veterans.

In Visalia, California, about midway between Los Angeles and
Sacramento, Stan Bennett and his team have something special
to celebrate this year, as they mark the fiftieth anniversary of the
dealership Stan’s father, Cal Bennett, founded in 1964 with the
help of a $495 loan from his great-aunt.

While at Fort Bragg, Minton-Jones president Chip Jones heard
about Walter’s situation and decided to do something about it.

Back then, Cal Bennett’s was a one-man operation and Cal
made deliveries out of the trunk of his 1945 black Dodge sedan.

Chip already knew something of the sacrifices involved in military
service. His son, Travis Jones III, served three years in Iraq, also
with the 82nd Airborne, and for Chip, it was personal.

While the dealership has come a long way since then, the
values of customer service excellence and loyalty to customers
and employees remain strong today, says Stan, who joined the
company in 1972 and has served as its president since 1989.

He had seen how Travis had struggled to fit back into the society
he had fought so hard to defend and he knew better than most
what Walter might be going through.
“I didn’t really know what to expect when I hired Walter Winn,”
Chip recalls. “I found a man who had taken up a call to serve
and protect and whose spirit, despite his physical wounds, was
unbroken. Walter needed help but he expected nothing in the
way of special treatment as an employee.”
Since joining Minton-Jones just over a year ago, Walter has not
missed a day of work, Chip reports, and the impact he has had
on company morale has been nothing but positive.
In recognition of his courage and the leadership and inspiration
he provided other members of his Warrior Transition Battalion,
Walter Winn last month was honored as the first “Wounded
Warrior of the Year,”
Walter was chosen from over 3,800 Wounded Warriors who have
returned to the workforce, to highlight the very special contributions
they are making to businesses of all types and sizes.
As Chip Jones sees it, the small business community has a
special role to play in supporting that effort.
“As a small business owner myself, I know something about
fighting big odds, but nothing on the scale that Walter Winn and
other true heroes like him have experienced,” Chip says.
“As small business owners and operators, we can express our
support by opening our doors and our hearts to them and by
demonstrating good jobs are waiting here for them.”
Adds Walter, “Don’t be afraid to hire Wounded Warriors. Embrace
them and look at our abilities rather than on our disability. We
still can contribute in the workforce—all we’re looking for is the
opportunity.”
To find out more about the Wounded Warrior program and how
you can add your support, contact Chip Jones at Minton-Jones
(cjones@mintonjones.com or 770-449-4787 ext 118).

The dealership today consists of twelve full-time employees,
supplemented by six permanent part-timers and, says Stan, they
have been a key factor behind its longevity and success.
“Despite all the changes our industry has seen, relationships are
still very important and we are blessed by great people who treat
this business like it’s their own,” he says.
It also helps that Stan clearly inherited his father’s entrepreneurial
genes, as reflected in his latest venture, a Tailored Living franchise
providing home organization and custom residential storage
solutions.
The new venture complements the dealership’s All-Ways Moving
subsidiary, which not only provides commercial moving services
but also offers asset management, space planning, delivery and
installation and recycling for furniture, ink and toner and small
electronics like cell phones and printer fusers.
As Stan told his local newspaper recently, “We live by a saying
that (maintains), “Things may come to those who wait but only
things left by those who hustled.”
Evidently, the Bennett father-and-son-team and their hardworking employees figured out how to hustle quite some time
ago. They’ve been doing it successfully for fifty years and here’s
to the next fifty!

Goodmans Interior Structures, AZ Dealer, Honored
with Special Ethics Award
Congratulations are in order for Adam Goodman and his team
at Goodmans Interior Structures in Phoenix, who last month
received a special ethics award from the Council of Better
Business Bureaus.
The Council presented Goodmans with its 2014 BBB International
Torch Award for Ethics in recognition of the dealership’s best
practices in leadership character and organizational ethics.
CONTINUED on page 6 >>
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RELIABILITY

See what happens when consistency and value meet.

Saving time. Managing costs. Delivering results. At Enterprise Group, we understand
the importance of paper to your business. As your trusted business partner, we offer a
broad range of products for a variety of end uses and deliver them when you need them.
So when you are looking for consistency, value and reliability—look to Enterprise Group.

It simply means we carry the right paper for any job—every time.

Follow us on Twitter @egpaper
Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/egpaper

For more information, please visit egpaper.com

© 2014 Domtar Inc. All rights reserved. Xerox® and Xerox and Design® are registered
trademarks of Xerox Corporation in the United States and other countries and is used
under license from Xerox Corporation. Domtar is the trademark licensee of Xerox®
Paper and Specialty Media in the United States and Canada.
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“This year’s winners have set an example for businesses of all
sizes to follow,” said Mary Power, president and CEO of the
Council of Better Business Bureaus, Inc. “We applaud their
unique contributions to upholding a fair and honest marketplace.”
“As a 60-year-old third generation family business, we are hard
wired to focus on the long-term success of our customers,” said
Adam. “When you are constantly talking about a customer’s
lifetime furniture experiences, then sound ethical practices are
the natural consequence. Our culture demands that we behave
with integrity; there is no other choice.”

Houston Dealer City Office Supply
Hosts Local Chamber Networking Event

“It seems more chambers are looking to support local business
more in the last couple of years and we find they are usually happy
to post your press releases and possibly promote your ‘chamber
member specials’ if you ask them,” says Mike. “Just talk to
them [your local chamber] and ask them for input or advice,” he
suggests. “If they are unwilling to help, they are not performing
their intended function and your membership investment with
that particular chamber should be reconsidered.”
Fortunately for the team at City Office Supply, that doesn’t look
like much of an issue for them. Instead, they’re busy following
up on several new leads. Wrote one attendee after the event:
“I look forward to changing my buying behavior by coming by
[City Office Supply} for supplies instead of going to the big box
stores.”
As Colleen says, “Community businesses supporting one another...It’s a beautiful thing!”

VA Dealer New River Office Supply Heads for
Hawaii for Customer Appreciation Show

City Office Supply’s Mike McCain and Colleen Gingrich at the recent “Breakfast
Exchange” event they hosted for their local chamber.

In Houston recently, Mike McCain and his team at City Office
Supply came up with an effective way to leverage their
membership in a local chamber of commerce when they hosted
a special “Breakfast Exchange” event at their dealership.
Over 60 chamber members turned up for a networking event
that had a distinctly “buy local” feel, with breakfast provided by
local companies and a program that consisted of 60-second
commercials from attendees on their business and how they
support the community.
Many found they had schools, backgrounds and business
relationships in common. And just about everyone liked and was
encouraged by the idea of a “Shop Local” campaign and vowed
to do more reciprocal business in the future, reports City Office
Supply VP, CFO and treasurer Colleen Gingrich.
And when all the talking and networking were said and done,
attendees enjoyed roaming the aisles at City Office Supply and
making numerous purchases.
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The New River Office Supply team at their Customer Appreciation Day.

In Blacksburg, Virginia, the palms trees were swaying and sundrenched beaches beckoned recently, as Mike Burnop and his
team at New River Office Supply hosted their 2014 Customer
Appreciation Day.
Some 350 customers and friends showed up for event, which
this year had a Hawaiian theme with plenty of grass skirts, leis
and other suitable accessories. Also on the program: a buffet
lunch and a tabletop show with plenty of door prizes and free
samples.
Mike and his team have been organizing their own consumer
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Binder Solutions from Avery

One Touch EZD™ rings easily open
and close with one hand.

Avery® Heavy-Duty and Framed View Binders
are as durable as they are stylish.

Available in five great colors,
Heavy-Duty Framed View Binders
add style to any presentation.

Their unique features, sturdy materials and new colors make
them a smart investment for both you and your customers.
Whether organizing important documents or planning a
presentation, these binders are a must-have for every office.
© 2014 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and
codes are trademarks of Avery Products Corporation. Personal and company names and other information
depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.

Learn more about Avery innovative solutions, templates and support at
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expo for over 15 years and it’s become a
regular part of the local business calendar
with people starting to line up fully an hour
ahead of time for the lunch!

of showroom space to highlight the dealership’s offerings which feature primarily
HON, OFS and Trendway products.

With that kind of support, it’s not too
surprising that Mike is reporting a pretty
good year so far for 2015, with the
furniture side of the business showing
particular strength.

And the initial impact of the deal? “We’re
so busy right now we can hardly see
straight and looking forward to new
opportunities to streamline our operations
and take advantage of a larger market
footprint,” reports Phil happily.

Expansion Ahead for
Office Outfitters, VA Dealer

Office Solutions Names New
Sales Execs

In Northern Virginia, Phil Allin and his team
at Office Outfitters are gearing up for a
major business expansion, following their
recent acquisition of the Systems Furniture
Gallery, another local independent.

Yorba Linda, California-based Office
Solutions recently announced the addition
of two new members to its senior sales
management team.

The deal essentially double’s Phil’s volume
and, he says, was nothing less than a
perfect fit for his future growth plans.
“We were always friendly competitors and
from a geography and customer base
perspective, the two dealerships very
much complement each other,” he says.
Following the deal, Phil consolidated operations at the Systems Furniture Gallery’s 14,000 sq. ft. headquarters facility
in Chantilly, Virginia, complete with plenty

Chris Mellgren has joined the company
as its new vice president of sales. Chris
will be based out of the dealership’s
corporate headquarters and report to
Office Solutions president Bob Mairena.
“We are very excited to have Chris aboard,
as the current industry and economic
climate create a great deal of opportunity,”
said Bob. “His considerable experience
and extensive knowledge within the
industry is a welcomed complement to
our organization. His addition enables us

to further grow our business and help lead
our efforts for continued success.”
Chris is a 30-year veteran of the office
products industry. He started his career
with Office Products Company Inc.
and later moved to Eastman as a top
performing account executive.
He was most recently with Office Depot,
where his roles and responsibilities
included global and regional business
development manager. His latest role with
Office Depot was as director of enterprise
business development for the company’s
west region.
Also joining Office Solutions as manager,
enterprise business development, is
Bobby Grizzle.
A 32-year veteran of the industry, Bobby
started his career with Boise Cascade. He
was a top performer at Boise and later
with OfficeMax, where his responsibilities
included managing the wholesale division,
and leading the company’s Inland Empire,
San Diego and Las Vegas sales teams.
He will also be based out of the corporate
facility in Yorba Linda, California.

in memoriam:

David R. Sherwin, Office Depot Whistleblower
David R. Sherwin, the former Office Depot
sales executive who played a central
role in bringing to light the Florida big
box’s problems with its state and local
government contracts, died March 16 after
a long battle with cancer. He was 59.
David was a graduate of the Culver Military
Academy in Indiana and the University of
Arizona and served his country as a U.S.
Air Force Captain.
He also worked as the District Inspector
General of the Governor’s office in Lee
County before joining Office Depot as a
Senior Account Manager/Government for
Office Depot’s Business Services Division
out of Tampa.
JULY 2014

David’s allegations of overcharges and
other irregularities by Office Depot related
to the office supplies contract it held
with the U.S. Communities state and
local government buying consortium led
to over a dozen investigations by local,
state and federal agencies and resulted in
Office Depot making multi-million-dollar
payments to settle lawsuits arising from
those investigations.

He is survived by two sisters, Donna
Strauss (Richard) of Chicago and Debbie
Porvus; his best friend, Cynthia Koffman
(Steve) of Cape Coral and their two
daughters, Hannah and Ellie; four other
devoted friends, Gleyn Wallenbrock, Sean
Colin Sollinger, Brett Vining, all of Ft.
Myers and Diane Griffin of California; as
well as Mason his beloved dog and Fuller
and Slinky, his beloved cats.

As his obituary noted, David will be
remember for his astounding intelligence,
his unforgettable wit and humor, his drive
and perseverance, his devotion to the
ones he loved, his hopeful nature, his
amazing love of life and fight for that life
until the very end.

Memorial contributions in memory of
David Sherwin are suggested to Hope
Hospice, 9470 Healthpark Circle, Ft.
Myers, FL 33908.
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TIMING IS EVERYTHING!

SUPPLY YOUR CUSTOMERS FOR UPCOMING DEMANDS.
Emergency events can happen at any time.
Fires and storms can wreak havoc on an unprepared
business. These events can be even more devastating
when crucial, essential devices fail when they are
needed most.
Duracell Professional has the tools you need to
keep your customers prepared for emergency
events. Remember, timing is everything. Keep your
customers well stocked for this season of high
battery demand.
Visit www.DuracellPro.com/sell or call 877-277-6235
for your free “Timing Is Everything” kit, containing:
FIRE SAFETY KIT
Information to help your customers prepare their businesses
in the event of fire
DSR SALES KIT
Information about Duracell® products, the battery market,
battery-selling opportunities and strategies, and a sample of
Quantum® batteries (available in August 2014)
TIME TO CHANGE YOUR BATTERIES
Tip sheet reminding your customers to stock up before
battery replacement season begins
STORM PREP SHEET
Annual storm forecasts and storm preparedness tips from NOAA
to help you anticipate your customers’ power supply needs

877-2PROCELL www.duracellpro.com
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Secrets
Success
• Kevin Baltz, Vice President
• Brett Baltz, Director of Finance
(pictured)
• Furniture, supplies
• Founded: 1800s
• Sales: $6 million
• Employees: 17
• Partners: Independent Stationers,
United Stationers
• Online sales: 70%
• www.egyptian-stationers.com

Egyptian Stationers, Belleville, Illinois:
Recreating Itself in the Third Century of Business
by Jim Rapp

A fixture of Main Street in this southern
Illinois town since the late 1800s, Egyptian Stationers today is moving from operating primarily as a furniture dealer to
a full-line operation. It is competing with
the big boxes and other independents in
the nearby St. Louis metro region and going out a hundred miles in all directions,
including southern Missouri and eastern
and southern Illinois.
The company is now operated by the third
generation of the third family to own the
business, which started out selling columnar pads, typewriter ribbons and the like.
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“We have recreated ourselves in the last
few years,” says Egyptian’s Brett Baltz.
“We’ve streamlined as many of our processes as we can, moved customers online and installed a new computer system,
while at the same time adding additional
product lines.
“Because the office supply side is so new
to us, United Stationers has been a big help
in going after this business. We are well on
our way to becoming a one-stop shop. We
are a Steelcase dealer and working hard
on a number of growth areas—janitorial
and breakroom, for example.

INDEPENDENT DEALER

“We are also addressing the vertical markets, particularly healthcare—hospitals,
doctors’ offices, etc. and education—high
schools and colleges.
“I’m also looking at all my vendor relationships and additional sources of supply, as
we add new product categories,” he concluded.
It appears that the third generation of this
family business may be the most successful of all.
Stay tuned!
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NEW ACCOUNT
ACQUISITION PROGRAM

INCREASE YOUR SALES $250K TO $350K
SalesTactix (STX) calls small to medium size businesses on the dealer’s behalf to set up appointments with current
“Big Box” clients. STX tells the story of a “Local Partner Program” which emphasizes buying locally as well as saving
money.
y After the appointment
ppp
is set there is a pprescribed Sales Process that the dealer MUST follow to pparticipate.
p

At a 40 % closing ratio
you will have 48 new accounts
with an average annualized sales
of $250,000 - $350,000
After 3 Years
at an 80% retention these same accounts
which you only purchased for one year
turns into better than $650,000

www.salestactix.com or email Tom at
tom.ketchum@salestactix.com

After 5 years
it turns into $850,000

949.466.5718

Testimonials on Sales Strictly from SalesTactix Provided Appointments
Sundance Office Supply – Tulsa OK – John Condry
2008 thru 2012
Sales $2,882,000

Office Smart – Tucson AZ – Glenn McDaniel
2008 thru 2012
Sales $3,071,000

Granite Office Supply – Salt Lake City – Garth Hood
January 2011 thru April 2013
Sales $1,688,000

Office City Express – Columbus OH – Andrew Ives
2011 thru 2012
Sales $730,000

COS Business Products – Chattanooga TN – Skip Ireland
January 2012 thru January 2013
Sales $330,886

Hurst Office – Lexington KY – Tom Gormley
2008 thru 2012
Sales $3,282,000

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

IndustryNEWS
Office Depot Overcharges Lawsuit Set for Mediation
Office Depot is heading to mediation in
a five-year-old lawsuit filed by a former
employee who alleged that the company
overcharged government agencies, according to the Palm Beach, Florida Sun
Sentinel.

Office Depot warns in its SEC filing that
California and Sherwin’s estate might
demand payments during mediation that
would “have a material adverse effect on
our results of operations and cash flows,”
Heroux said.

David Sherwin, a former business account
manager, died March 16 at age 59 after a
long illness. But his estate and the state of
California, the current plaintiffs in the suit,
were due to go to mediation with Office
Depot June 25, according to a recent
Office Depot filing with the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission, reported the
Sun Sentinel’s Marcia Heroux.

California and Florida were not the only
states that complained about overcharging, Heroux reported. Office Depot began acknowledging in regulatory filings in
2009 that it was cooperating with investigations by attorneys general in Florida,
Texas and Missouri in “civil investigations
regarding our pricing practices that relate
primarily to government customers.”

If a settlement can’t be reached, a trial is
scheduled to get underway in California
Superior Court later this month.

Office Depot settled with Florida without
admitting or denying wrongdoing. Other
state and city auditors began checking
their records and making similar claims.

The lawsuit alleges that Office Depot violated its contract for notepads, calendars,
binders, furniture and other office supplies from 2001 to 2011, Heroux reported.

Most of the state and city complaints arose
from a national purchasing agreement
brokered through the U.S. Communities
Government Purchasing Alliance.
Sherwin’s lawsuit claims Office Depot
violated its contract by charging higher
prices to parties through the contract than
it offered other public entities in California.
An Office Depot’s spokeswoman declined
to comment to Heroux on specific allegations in the lawsuit, which seeks triple
damages sustained by the parties and a
$10,000 penalty for each violation of California law.
For more on Office Depot’s problems
with state and local government entities
related to its office supply contracts, visit
the State Contract Watch section of the
INDEPENDENT DEALER website.

In May, New York State said it reached a
$475,000 settlement with Office Depot on
allegations of improper charges for office
supplies.

Staples Shareholders Reject Executive Pay Program
Staples shareholders last month voiced
their displeasure with the Massachusetts-based big box’s compensation program, when they voted 54% to 46% to
reject an executive pay proposal the company had submitted. The vote was nonbinding.
Earlier, an influential shareholder adviser,
Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS),
had criticized Staples’ compensation plan
for changing the metrics that determined
executives’ bonuses and long-term incentive awards, the Wall Street Journal
reported.
According to the Journal, the Staples
board approved a “2013 Reinvention Cash
JULY 2014

Award” to executives after a poor performance last year failed to trigger bonuses.
The company said the bonuses were in
recognition of their added workloads in
trying to turn around the company.
In addition to calling for shareholders to
vote against the bonuses, ISS also criticized Staples for adding an “extra award
cycle” to remedy lower payouts under a
long-term, cash-award program that was
designed to punish underperformance,
the Journal reported.
Under the bonus program, which the
board’s compensation committee approved on March 3, chairman and chief
executive Ron Sargent was awarded a
INDEPENDENT DEALER

one-time cash payout of $300,000 for
2013, a year when his total compensation
increased 40% to $10.8 million.
Chief financial officer Christine Komola received a one-time bonus of about $49,000
in a $2.2 million compensation package.
Joseph Doody, who heads the North
American delivery business, had a onetime bonus of $89,000, with $3.2 million in
total compensation.
Staples said the new pay plan was needed to recognize executives’ growing workloads as the company attempts a turnaround, the Journal reported.
CONTINUED on page 14 >>
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MANY GP products, across MANY categories,
TM

from ONE manufacturer, all on ONE truck!

Co-Mingle
Program

®

GP Delivers™: Co-Mingle® Program
Georgia-Pacific introduced The Co-Mingle® Program to enable drop shipments of our most popular GP
Cleaning and Breakroom products along with GP Spectrum® Copy Paper.
Georgia-Pacific has launched The Co-Mingle® Program to deliver products for the Copy Room, Washroom,
and Breakroom all on ONE TRUCK! The Co-Mingle® Program is designed to combine categories such as copy
paper, towel, tissue, plates, cups, and cutlery on a single truckload shipment directly from Georgia-Pacific,
which enables Dealers to be more competitive in the growing Cleaning and Breakroom business.

Co-Mingle® Program Benefits:
• Drive efficiencies throughout the distribution network
• Optimize order quantities to improve inventory turns while maintaining competitive truckload pricing
• Strengthen relationships with current customers by servicing more everyday supply needs

The Co-Mingle® program is available through United Stationers, S.P. Richards, Unisource, and Xpedx.

For more solutions from Georgia-Pacific, contact your Georgia-Pacific
Sales Professional or 1-866-HELLO-GP (435-5647)

©2014 Georgia-Pacific Professional. All rights reserved. All trademarks are owned by or licensed to Georgia-Pacific Consumer Products LP and/or Dixie Consumer Products LLC.
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Call for Change Comes Through Loud and Clear at SPR ABC
There has never been a better time to be an independent office
products dealer than right now, but if things are going to stay
that way, independents must embrace change and be willing to
consider radically different business models.
That was the message that came loud and clear from top S.P.
Richards management at the wholesaler’s 2015 Advantage
Business Conference in Nashville last month.
Senior VP of marketing Jim O’Brien told attendees that they are
no longer in the stationery trade but in the solutions business and
he called for a greater sense of urgency among dealers if they
are to capitalize on the opportunities currently available to them.

S.P. Richards senior VP of marketing Jim O’Brien was one of several senior SPR
executives at the ABC who challenged dealers to embrace change and be open to
new business models and concepts.

O’Brien contended the current dealer cost model is simply
not sustainable for many independents. He said tapping into
the potential growth offered by categories such as coffee and
beverage services calls for commitment and a willingness to
invest to develop the knowledge and expertise needed within
the dealership to succeed.
And while welcoming progress made on the technology front
in e-commerce, O’Brien said there is too often a disconnect
between improved e-commerce functionality and marketing due
to a lack of any cohesive digital strategy on the part of many
dealers.
“Look at the shape and structure of your organization and be
willing to make changes,” O’Brien urged ABC attendees. “Change
is not easy and it can be painful but so are the alternatives if no
action is taken,” he warned.
During the conference, several other speakers echoed O’Brien’s
call for radical transformation.

Honored as Professional of the Year at the ABC was Kathryn Morley-Luiza of Jacobs
Gardner/Penny Wise. Morley-Luiza received her award from TriMega president Mike
Maggio.

“You need to change from seeing yourself as being in the
office supplies business to being in the ‘enabling business to
do business’ business,” argued ChangeLabs’ Peter Sheahan,
keynote speaker for the conference’s second day.
Sheahan warned dealers to make sure an attachment to
their historical role did not limit their ability to exploit future
opportunities.
Similarly, opening day keynoter and business author Seth Godin
challenged dealers to leverage what he described as a unique
advantage—their ability to treat different people differently.
“You can’t succeed by being more normal than anyone else,”
Godin contended. “Aim to sell something no one else does and
you will win by doing something new,” he maintained.

AOPD executive director Bud Mundt was honored with a special Industry Achievement
award at the ABC. Presenting the award was his son, Bud, Jr.
JULY 2014

Attendees were given an early look at one possible new direction
for their business in Nashville, during a presentation by Next Major president and CEO Matt Gresge on his company’s new dealer
business model.
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On-Time & On-Budget

OP Revelation

TM

Software For Office Product Dealers
You have a right to expect your project to be on-time and
on-budget. While other dealers struggle with overly
complicated software, overruns and cancelled go-lives, we
have the product and the experienced, talented staff to
create success for our partners. Visit us on the web at
http://www.bmiusa.com/industry-expertise/office-supply or
call us today, toll free, for a free consultation at 888-5808382, X206.
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Currently under development and not due
for a full industry rollout until Q1 2015,
Next Major is designed to serve as an outsource partner for dealers and will provide
a range of support that includes management software, e-commerce, business
processes, marketing and analytics.
“The industry goliaths’ market share is
more accessible than ever but dealers will
need state of the art systems and tools
to succeed,” Gresge argued. Next Major,
he explained, is designed to provide those
tools while enabling dealers to focus on
what they do best: selling and developing
strong customer relationships.
Also at the conference:
• A tradeshow featuring the latest and
greatest new products from some 230
exhibitors across a broad range of
categories.
• A full-day of workshops and presentations on key industry topics, including
a program track focused on SPR’s
Your Business Source program.
• A Gala Dinner featuring hypnotist
Marc Savard.
For the fourth year in a row, a special
awards program, co-sponsored by S.P.
Richards and OPI magazine, recognized
two outstanding industry professionals
and highlighted new product innovation in
several key categories.
Honored as Professional of the Year was
Kathryn Morley-Luiza, president of Jacobs Gardner/Penny Wise in Baltimore,
while AOPD executive director Bud Mundt
was presented with the 2014 Industry
Achievement award.
Earning new product honors were:
• Core Office Products: MooreCo for its
Sharewall Full Wall Magnetic Whiteboard
• Technology: Logitech for its Bluetooth
Illuminated Keyboard K810
• Cleaning & Breakroom: 3M for its LED
Advanced Light
• Furniture: MooreCo for its Shapes
Desk Configurable Desking System
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Also, Fellowes’s AutoMax 500C Auto-Feed Shredders earned Innovation of
the Year honors while OPI readers and
ABC attendees voted this year’s People’s
Choice award to Deflecto’s Lit Loc Interlocking Literature Displays.

activities associated with print and digital
media in addition to overseeing all marketing information data and managing relationships with industry third-party system providers. Gatens will report to SVP
of marketing Jim O’Brien.

Next year’s ABC will take place June 2125 in Las Vegas.

Gaius Gough, most recently director of
sales in the southeast, has been promoted to vice president, sales. In his new position, Gough will work closely with the
company’s corporate sales team, managing national account relationships. He will
report to Don Mikolasy, SVP of sales.

S. P. Richards Acquires Jan-San
Distributor, Promotes Gatens and
Gough
In addition to hosting its annual dealer
gathering, S.P. Richards was busy on several other fronts this past month.
SPR parent company Genuine Parts announced its office products business unit
had entered into a definitive agreement to
acquire Impact Products, a distributor of
facility, janitorial and safety supplies with
distribution centers in Toledo, Ohio and
Walnut, California.
Genuine Parts said it expects the acquired
business to generate approximately $85
million in annual revenues.
Tom Gallagher, chairman and chief executive officer of Genuine Parts Company,
stated, “The addition of Impact Products
better positions S.P. Richards for future
growth. This new business serves to further diversify S.P. Richards’ product offering and is complementary to our Garland
C. Norris acquisition completed earlier in
the year.”
Garland C. Norris is an Apex, North Carolina based wholesale distributor of food
service disposables and janitorial supplies
and equipment.
Separately, S.P. Richards also last month
announced two senior management promotions.
Paul Gatens, most recently director of
marketing information, has been named
vice president of e-commerce and marketing services, a new position in which
he will be responsible for coordinating
INDEPENDENT DEALER

United Stationers Acquires CPO
Commerce, Power Tools E-Tailer;
Announces 2015 Meeting Details

Wholesaler United Stationers has acquired
CPO Commerce, Inc., an e-tailer of brand
name power tools and equipment with
fiscal year 2013 sales of $78 million.
The acquisition took the form of an all
cash purchase of $30 million, with up to
an additional $10 million to be paid in
three years based on performance.
The deal “significantly expands United’s
digital resources and capabilities to
support resellers as they transition to an
increasingly online environment,” United
said.
“CPO’s
expertise
will
strengthen
United’s ability to deliver such features
as improved product content, real-time
access to inventory and pricing, and
digital marketing and merchandising,” the
company added.
United said the acquisition is expected to
be slightly dilutive to United’s earnings per
share in its first full year as the company
CONTINUED on page 18 >>
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accelerates its digital strategy and investments.
“We expect CPO’s e-commerce platform to provide new
capabilities to allow us to drive digital services, engage our
resellers through online tools and enable their continued online
success,” commented United’s president and CEO Cody Phipps.
Separately, United announced it will host a special event for its
United Stationers and Lagasse dealers early next year. CORE
Live will take place at the Gaylord Opryland Resort & Convention
Center in Nashville, February 16-19, 2015.
Earlier this year, United introduced its CORE program—the
initials stand for Center Of Reseller Excellence—in an effort to
provide a platform that offers ongoing opportunities for resellers
to sharpen their skills, benchmark their business practices and
access industry resources that can help them win with their
customers.
The CORE Live event will be the first time that office products
dealers and JanSan distributors will gather with the broad
supplier community and other industry experts in one common
event, United said.

“We are very excited to bring together United Stationers and
Lagasse customers and suppliers for this first-of-its kind event,”
stated Harry Dochelli, senior vice president, independent
dealer channel, for United Stationers and Lagasse. “It is a bold
undertaking, and we will have major stakeholders and thought
leaders from across our industry in Nashville. Those that
participate will leave energized and equipped to win.”

IOPFDA Joins Coalition for Fair Effective Tax Rates
The Independent Office Products & Furniture Dealers Alliance
(IOPFDA) recently joined the Coalition for Fair Effective Tax
Rates, a Washington, D.C.-based alliance whose mission is to
educate Congress and key stakeholders that tax reform should
be viewed through the lens of effective tax rates, the amount of
taxes businesses actually pay.
More than 1.5 million businesses are members of the coalition
through nearly 200 participating trade associations and organizations, including the Business Solutions Association, National
School Supply & Equipment Association, North American Equipment Dealers Association, National Federation of Independent
Business and the National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors.
CONTINUED on page 20 >>

Need storage
solutioNs? No sweat.
At Tennsco, we understand your hurdles
and offer you affordable storage solutions
you can count on with on-time delivery
and superior customer support. With a
wide variety of quality products to choose
from, we have a solution for you, saving
you time so you can get back to business.
Now, that’s Storage Made Easy.

1-800-251-8184
www.tennsco.com
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When great minds combine ...

BIG things happen.
BIG Ideas
BIG Thinking
BIG Opportunities

Exclusive Premier Sponsor

September 17th - 19th | Westin Diplomat Resort and Spa | Hollywood, Florida

Register Today: www.WhereBigHappens.com
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“We are excited to support the Coalition for Fair Effective Tax
Rates and to continue our efforts on behalf of our members to
seek comprehensive tax reform that creates a simpler, fairer code
across sectors and for all types of businesses,” said Chip Jones,
president of Norcross, GA-based office products dealer MintonJones and member of the IOPFDA Legislative & Regulatory
Affairs Committee.

Choudhry joined ECi in 2006 as part of ECi’s acquisition of
Britannia. He was originally as part of the Britannia development
team and eventually advanced through the organization to
become president of the Office Products Division. Morgan joined
ECi in June of 2013 when ECi acquired Red Cheetah.

“Acting as one in support of change, our unified voices will help
develop a tax code that will spur economic growth, create jobs
and improve competitiveness.”

New Leadership Positions at ECi; FMAudit
Division Passes Five Million Devices Mark
Dealer technology provider ECi Software Solutions has
announced two new appointments in its leadership team. Anshul
Choudhry has been named global vice president of e-commerce
and Andrew Morgan is now president of ECi’s Office Products
Division.
Both formerly served as co-presidents of the Office Products
Division, which encompasses the company’s Britannia, DDMS
and Red Cheetah business systems and various related solutions.
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Andrew Morgan

Anshul Choudhry

“I am honored to work with both Anshul and Andrew,” said Ron
Books, president and CEO of ECi. “They have considerable
experience in the office products and e-commerce spheres and
rely on that knowledge to help our customers grow and prosper.”
Separately, ECi announced last month that its FMAudit Enterprise
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solution is now monitoring more than
five million office devices. ECi reported
FMAudit added one million additional
devices to its monitored database in less
than a year.
Since July 2013, thousands of office equipment dealers have installed FMAudit Onsite software at the premises of more than
210,000 accounts, the company added.

TriMega Launches Supplier
Advisory Council
The TriMega Purchasing Association dealer group last month announced formation
of the organization’s first-ever Supplier
Advisory Council.

TriMega said the Council’s goal is to develop “a forum for candid and timely
feedback on the key strategic initiatives of
the organization, while tackling important
issues that face the independent dealer
channel.”
“Throughout the years, I’ve often cited
one of my favorite business quotes—JC
Penney said, ‘Growth is never by mere
chance; it is the result of forces working
together’,” stated TriMega president Mike
Maggio.
“As we embark on this new and important
initiative with our supplier partners, I believe that quote captures the fundamental tenet of our Supplier Advisory Council
remarkably well. Only through trust, forward-thinking and working together, can
we effectively drive the success of both
our dealers and our supplier partners in
the independent dealer community now
and going forward,” Maggio concluded.

The Council will bring together members
of TriMega’s board of directors, executive
management team and an invited group
of leading supplier partners representing
a broad spectrum
of the industry.
Pentel_TheFormulaForSuccess_idealerJulyAd.pdf

1

6/4/14

1:26 PM

“We applaud TriMega for taking the initiative to bring suppliers into the strategic
planning and visioning process for the
good of their dealers, partners and the
industry as a whole,” commented Barry Lane, Avery’s vice president of sales.
“We believe firmly that to be successful in
driving growth, innovation and long term
vitality in our industry, particularly in the
IDC, we need to be working tougher,” he
said. “This Supplier Advisory Council will
certainly further that goal, and we look
forward to playing a part in this process.”
The Council is due to hold its first meeting
July 14, to coincide with the City of Hope
Bob Parker Memorial golf tournament,
which will take place in Kiawah, South
Carolina, the following day.

CONTINUED on page 22>>
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New Acquisition for Acme United

Avery Introduces Free Printing Software

Fairfield, Connecticut-based Acme United Corp. has acquired
the assets of First Aid Only, Inc, a supplier of Smart Compliance
first aid kits, refills, and safety products that meet regulatory
requirements for a broad range of industries.
First Aid Only pioneered consultative selling and support of first
aid items to large corporate customers, and is recognized as an
innovative leader in the safety products industry, according to Acme.
First Aid Only is based in Vancouver, Washington, employs 100
people and had 2013 revenues of $17.3 million. Acme acquired
the company for $13.8 million in cash and the deal is expected
to be accretive during 2014, Acme said.
Acme itself has been in the first aid business for over 40 years,
currently selling under the PhysiciansCare and Pac-Kit brands.
“The first aid and safety market has been growing due to
corporate emphasis on the safety of employees, regulations
that require first aid kits, and new products that control bleeding
and treat burns,” commented Acme United chairman and CEO
Walter C. Johnsen.

The program joins Avery Design & Print Online and Avery Design
& Print for Tablets to provide easy, flexible customization of Avery
labels, business cards, name badges, dividers and more, which
can be printed from a variety of laser and inkjet printers.
The free Avery Design & Print software is intended to make it
CONTINUED on page 23 >>
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Combined first aid, safety, and over the counter medications
revenues at the company are expected to be approximately $40
million in 2014, he indicated.

Avery Products recently announced the latest addition to its
Avery Design & Print family of products, a downloadable software
program.
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sheets
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easy to access built-in Avery templates. In addition, a user can
go online and choose from thousands of pre-designed templates
that are available through the online version of the software.
A free MyAvery account lets a user save to the cloud and then
access their Avery projects from virtually any device, including
PC and Mac computers and most popular tablets. Users can
also save their Avery files to their computer.

Jamie will continue to head the National Business Products
Council of the City of Hope through the Spirit of Life dinner in
2015 and expects to stay active in the business as non-executive
chairman of the board and in support of his son, John.
He also serves on four ‘non-profit’ boards of directors and is
active with his wife in various philanthropic activities.
In 2017, Fellowes expects to celebrate its 100th year in business.

For more information, system requirements and a free download,
visit avery.com/design.

Office Settings Offers
Channel-Exclusive Line of Tableware

Fellowes Announces Leadership Change

New Fellowes CEO John Fellowes (left) is taking over from his father, Jamie, who will
remain board chairman in a non-executive role.

Jamie Fellowes, chairman and CEO of Fellowes, Inc., has
announced that his son, John Fellowes II, has been promoted to
CEO effective July 1.
Jamie will remain chairman of the board in a non-executive role
and Fellowes’ largest shareholder. John represents the fourth
generation of family executive leadership in the business.
John joined Fellowes in 2001 after working for a financial
services company in California. He began in a key account sales
and marketing role for the company’s shredder division and
eventually became the division’s general manager.
The CEO changeover coincides with Jamie Fellowes’ 50th
anniversary of his start with the family business as a part-time
production worker. He has served Fellowes for 31 years in the
chief executive role and for 45 years in executive responsibilities,
working first with his father, then his brother and finally his son.
His daughter, Jen, also works in the business and manages its
philanthropic activities.

Dealers looking to expand the breakroom products side of their
business might want to check out Office Settings LLC, a Chicago-based company founded in 2013 to provide office products
resellers with a new category of breakroom merchandise.
Office Settings Chefs Table is a brand exclusive to the office
channel. The product line includes a wide range of porcelain dinnerware, plates, bowls, mugs and serving trays that are dishwasher safe and microwaveable.
The line also includes fully tempered glass drinkware in a variety
of sizes and styles, as well as heavy gauge stainless steel flatware for both formal and casual dining environments.
Unlike products that are sold at retail or products sold into the
hospitality and food service markets, Office Settings has structured dedicated packaging quantities ideal for the office and workplace environment.
Products are shipped in heavy duty commercial packaging with
inner carton protection specifically designed to avoid breakage
from the rigors of distribution handling.
For more information, please contact info@officesettings.com.24

CONTINUED on page X >>
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TFP Introduces New Products and
Services for the Upcoming Tax Season

Zebra Pen Supporting Endangered
Zebra Species Effort

With the 2014-2015 tax
season getting underway,
TFP Data Systems has introduced several new products and services designed
to help independent dealers
make the most of the opportunities it offers. They
include:
• A new TaxRight kit,
complete with Forms,
envelopes and software
packed together in one
attractive box sized for 10
or 25 employees and available in W-2 or 1099 packets.
• Tax Form Wizard, an unbranded website where sales and
customer service reps or their customers can find specific
tax forms for downloading.
• eFile for Business, an online filing solution that offers
dealers a customized site, linked to their homepage, where
customers can log in and enter all their W-2 and 1099 data.
Once the data has been entered, TFP e-files with the IRS
and Social Security Administration and then prints, mails
and stores the information for next year. To learn more, visit:
http://www.myimpactmovie.com/complyright.

Zebra Pen executives present a $15,000 donation to the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums in support of efforts to save endangered Grevy’s zebras in Africa.

Zebra Pen Corp. and the Association of Zoos and Aquariums
(AZA) have announced a joint effort to support the conservation of
the endangered Grevy’s zebra.
Zebra Pen last month made a $15,000 donation to the campaign
and nominated June as Z Month on Facebook, with special
ticket giveaways every week for behind-the-scenes VIP tours at
participating AZA member zoos.
“We are excited to announce our partnership with the Association
of Zoos and Aquariums and AZA-accredited zoos,” said Ken
Newman, director of marketing at Zebra Pen. “Through this
partnership and our Z Month celebration, we are also providing
our consumers and zoo and aquarium visitors with the opportunity
to play a part in Grevy’s zebra conservation efforts.”

In addition TFP has introduced the new ComplyRight SB-Service
Bureau for the dealer’s larger customers.
The Service Bureau allows larger customers to outsource their
W-2 or 1099 preparation by providing TFP with the data file
which the company uses to e-file, print and mail the returns.
Watch this short clip to learn more: www.myimpactmovie.com/
complyright_sb.
“Technology, as it has everywhere else, is changing the
way corporate America meets its tax filing and compliance
requirements and TFP is committed to changing right along with
it,” commented TFP Data Systems president Rick Roddis.
“Our new products and services for the upcoming tax season
not only allow the dealer to offer innovative solutions to his or
her customers but also position the dealer as a progressive,
technology-savvy resource.”
For more information contact Maria Navarro at 800-482-9367,
extension 58004, or at MDNavarro@tfpdata.com.
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Honors for PSA Sales Rep Greg Wollmuth
The Professional Sales Associates manufacturer rep firm recently
honored Greg Wollmuth, one of its sales reps, as the recipient of
the first “Nancy Gillaspy Memorial Award.”
Nancy, formerly regional sales manager with PSA, died in March
2013 after a courageous fight against pancreatic cancer. She had
been with PSA for 20 years.
The new award will be given each year to the PSA team member
who emulates those great qualities that Nancy exhibited, the
company said.
In addition, Wollmuth, who covers Alaska, Washington, Oregon
and Northern Idaho for PSA was also recently named the Navitor/
Cosco Sales Person of the Year.
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@

The 2014 NeoCon show is now history, but before the memories fade away totally, here’s one last
look at some of the products—with a special emphasis on open line manufacturers—that were on
display at Chicago’s Merchandise Mart last month.

The VESSEL LED lighting solution from 3M + Todd Bracher
features a crystal clear cylindrical light perfectly calibrated to
eliminate residual LED glare and cast its surroundings in a soft
circle of uniform white light. In Chicago, VESSEL earned a Gold
Best of NeoCon award in the Decorative Lighting category.

Bretford’s PowerSync line provides a safe and secure way for
any organization to charge, sync and store large numbers of iPad
devices. Users can remotely check connected devices to learn
when the devices are fully charged and they can also be notified
when devices are disconnected after hours.

www.3Marchitecturalmarkets.com.

www.bretford.com

The B210 Mesh stool from
BOSS Office Products is
a height-adjustable, multipurpose stool that can be
used in a collaborative office
environment, as teen room seating, as
a gaming stool, as a garage stool, as
a crafting or sewing stool and in many
more settings. It’s available in
multiple bright mesh colors to
complement any office
or home.
www.bosschair.com

LINK Boards from Ghent, in partnership with IdeaPaint, are
designed to add color to modern workspaces and make your
personal space, personal. Available in three different face colors
and two accent base colors, LINK is ergonomically designed
with a five-degree angle off the wall and is inherently magnetic.
www.ghent.com
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SPirit of life gala
®

City of Hope is a global leader in the fight against cancer, diabetes and HIV/AIDS. With more than 31 years
of member support from the National Office Products Industry, we have been able to develop new drugs
and treatments that are saving lives all over the world. And that is something everyone can live with.

thursday, OctOber 9, 2014 • Navy Pier
Join us in Chicago at City of Hope’s National Business
Products Industry 2014 Spirit of Life® Gala honoring Steve
Schmidt for his philanthropic achievements and his commitment
to helping City of Hope transform the future of health.

2014 Spirit of Life® Honoree
President, International
Office Depot

To register, buy a journal ad, learn more
or make a donation, visit cityofhope.org/
nbpi or contact Monique De Vaughn at
866-905-HOPE.

DEV-22005.SL

Steve Schmidt
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Global introduced a full array of enhancements to its Princeton
desking series, including a sleek open metal leg design for
workstations and a variety of new storage components, including
mobile lateral files and wall-mounted storage options.
www.globaltotaloffice.com

The Vision Collection Media Station from HPFI enhances the
collaborative meeting space by integrating power and audio/
visual components. PowerFlex conferencing devices can be
installed to provide shared access for up to four computers to a
single display monitor.
www.hpfi.com

Endorse from The HON Company is a multi-functional collection
of task seating, lounge seating and occasional tables designed
to support the constantly expanding range of applications
throughout the workplace.
www.hon.com
The 9000 Series from KFI Seating comes packed with versatility
and function and is ideal for cafeterias and breakrooms, auditoriums and seminars or as a convenient side chair. Available in
a chair and stool in Natural, Espresso and White and ready for
shipment in December.
www.kfiseating.com

CONTINUED on page 29 >>
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Lesro showcased its Fremont line of fully upholstered seating,
featuring sleek, contemporary design, unique front and back
panel detailing and a broad selection of fabrics and upholstery
materials. Guest chairs are available in standard 500 lb. and 750
lb. capacity models.
www.lesro.com

The “Vizion Presenter” Mobile Media center from the Marvel
Group comes fully equipped with a 24” x 36” work surface,
shelves for staging media, pull out shelves, locking media drawer,
accommodations for speakers, a 6U rack, I/R friendly acrylic
doors, ventilation slots and interior wire management. Additional
locking storage is provided for projectors, computers, document
cameras and all peripherals.
www.marvelgroup.com

UMEA from Magnuson Group is a new receptacle family designed
by QDesign for maximum versatility. Constructed of painted steel
and suitable for both indoors and outdoors, UMEA models are
available in a range of colors and can be 1, 2 or 3-compartments
wide. Made in the USA.

Mayline’s e5 collaborative furniture, seen here with a Cohere
table, can be used to furnish everything from private offices and
open plan spaces to benching and storage applications, while
promoting productivity and connecting people and technology.
www.mayline.com

www.magnusongroup.com

CONTINUED on page 30 >>
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The Sharewall full wall magnetic whiteboard surface from
MooreCo. Is made from flexible aluminized steel and features
a porcelain coating for smooth writability and easy erasability
with no ghosting. The board is magnetic, lightweight and easily
installs on virtually any surface, including curved walls and pillars.

Kalyde from Safco Products, winner of a Silver Best of NeoCon
award in the Lounge Furniture category, is a minimalistic,
lightweight modular furniture line of benches, tables and storage
that transforms overlooked space into open collaboration areas.
Benches are available with or without bolsters and left angle,
right angle or straight backs and the mobile Kalyde tables come
in a variety of heights and sizes.
www.safcoproducts.com

www.moorecoinc.com.

Wit Thintex from SitOnIt Seating is a modern interpretation of
the traditional upholstered chair that provides all the comfort,
support, and initial soft “pillow feel” of a 2” thick upholstered
back in a thin contemporary design.
www.sitonit.net
N·tune from Neutral Posture is a stand-biased work station that
makes switching between a sitting workstation and a standing
workstation is as simple as just standing up. Desk heights
range from 29” to 40” and the chair rises to stool height, easily
transitioning between sitting and standing.
www.neutralposture.com
JULY 2014
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The Federal Strategic
Sourcing Saga Continues
By Paul Miller, NOPA Director of Legislative and Regulatory Affairs

Buying office supplies shouldn’t be this
complicated, even if you work for the government!
As you may recall, the General Services Administration (GSA) put a moratorium on issuing
new Schedule 75 contracts for office supplies back in 2010. Prior to the moratorium, Schedule 75 had roughly 545 vendors holding contracts. Today, that number has dropped by 30%
and fewer small businesses now have the opportunity to compete for government business
as a result.
To their credit, GSA has really committed itself to driving spending to small businesses
through other means. Under OS2, for example, of the over $800 million spent, 76% went to
small businesses and this is great news, at least for those who were awarded OS2 contracts.
GSA estimates the OS3 spend will be closer to $2 billion and has plans to drive 82% of that
spending to small businesses. Again, great news for those independents who are awarded
OS3 contracts.
Whether people want to accept it or not, FSSI has saved the government money, with the
OS2 for office supplies solution bringing the government an estimated $350 million in savings.
NOPA applauds these savings but believes they could even be greater if GSA worked with
industry on an FSSI solution that included more opportunities for independents and greater
competition and that prevented price “creeps”.
The challenge for industry has been getting GSA to look at the bigger picture and the direct
impact their decisions are having on the entire industry.
The current FSSI model is the future for GSA and the government and NOPA understands
that. That’s why we have worked very hard with our independent dealers to craft a solution
for GSA that will help them build on the current FSSI model and support of small businesses
without devastating the entire industry.
Behind closed doors NOPA’s solution-based model has been embraced from GSA to the
Office of Federal Procurement Policy, yet those solutions do not show up in the OS3 RFP.
NOPA is not alone in its inability to get GSA to truly work on an FSSI solution that takes into
account its overall impact on the entire industry.
There’s the IT industry and its OASIS RFP, which was protested. And the Jan/San RFP, also
protested. And, you can look at the OS3 RFP for office products and its protests to see that
somewhere there is a disconnect between GSA and industry.
CONTINUED on page 33 >>
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The protests in all three of these industries
are very similar in that they all ask GSA
to conduct a small business impact study
before making any awards under FSSI.
For whatever reason GSA has been unwilling to do these impact studies or even
work with industry on solutions that would
make the FSSI program stronger over the
long-term.
More recently, several independent dealers protested the extension of OS2 on
the grounds that it violated federal procurement regulations. The protests stated that the extensions went beyond the
total option terms allowed by the original
contracts and thus any extension would
constitute new awards in violation of the
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR).
The protest also alleged GSA violated the
Small Business Jobs Act, signed into law
in December 2013, for failing to conduct a
small business impact study. This protest
has since been dismissed by GSA, but not
before GSA cancelled the OS2 extensions.
For dealers today, this means they can go
back to selling to the federal government
even if they do not hold an OS2 contract.
I’m not convinced agencies will immediately shift away from OS2 vendors but
even if they do, the big question is, how
long will it last?
GSA is still moving forward with OS3 and
is likely to have awards out this fall. So,
even if cancellation of the OS2 extensions
is good news for some, chances are the
current opportunity will only be available
until GSA awards its OS3 solution this fall.
Whether you support FSSI because you
view it as supporting small businesses or
oppose it because you feel it does more
harm than good, the reality is that the program is both.
NOPA continues to applaud and support
GSA’s efforts to drive contracts and federal spending to small businesses, but the
association has real reservations on what
the current model does to an entire industry and the long-term viability of FSSI.
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Under OS2, 13 small businesses were
awarded BPAs. The OS3 solution may expand that number to 23 but what happens
when those 23 small businesses reach a
point where they become other than small
based on the spend GSA does with their
company?
Will they be off-ramped and lose that
business? SBA considers them small
businesses for the life of the five-year
contract, but what happens after that?
There are a lot of issues that GSA is overlooking in FSSI that will have a huge impact on industry. In addition, what happens in OS4 when fewer and fewer small
businesses bid on this business because
they don’t feel there is a real opportunity
to get a contract?
Will we see prices driven up by those who
continue to win awards? Will the large,
corporate companies come in and swoop
up this business since you no longer need
a Schedule 75 to participate?
Generating savings to the government is
nice, but there’s no reason why the government cannot get the savings it needs
while making sure small businesses are
not devastated by their programs.
The frustrating part from NOPA’s perspective has been GSA’s unwillingness to
work with industry. We have had meeting
after meeting with GSA and the Office of
Federal Procurement Policy and still see
nothing concrete in the way of listening to
industry.
NOPA has put together a national coalition of other industries, small business
groups and individual small businesses
in hopes a louder and stronger voice will
have an impact.
In May NOPA and its coalition partners
were successful in getting bi-partisan
language included in the National Defense Authorization Act which passed the
House of Representatives that would requires GSA to do the impact study NOPA
has been asking for since the beginning
in 2005.
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It is also a requirement of the Small Business Jobs Act signed into law by President Obama in 2013. Yet, to date, no impact studies have been done that we are
aware of.
We’re not alone in requesting these studies. The Jan/San industry has been calling
for the same. I guess the question would
have to be, why has nothing happened?
Does GSA know the impacts and is it
afraid of what they would do to the FSSI
goals?
Conducting an impact study should not
negatively impact GSA’s efforts to provide
real savings to the government through
FSSI. It could in fact strengthen their
efforts.
So as GSA pushes forward with an OS3
solution, NOPA is continuing its efforts to
reach out and try and work with GSA on
making changes that would take into account the total impact on the small business community in the office products
industry.
We will continue to do this through direct
contact with GSA, through the coalition
and through any and all legislative relief
that is available to us.
We hope that at the end of the day GSA
will come back to the table and work with
us directly or through the coalition to provide greater support for small businesses.
Only time will tell, but be assured, NOPA
is still fighting to achieve an end result that
provides bigger and more opportunities
for small business in our industry while at
the same time, securing the savings for
the government GSA is looking for.
As NOPA’s director of legislative and regulatory affairs,
Paul Miller is the association’s government advocacy
representative on Capitol Hill. Miller represents NOPA
and dealer interests before the U.S. Government
and key states; insisting on a level playing field in
contracting for independents and protecting office
products dealers’ business against misguided
government proposals. For more information, visit
www.iopfda.org/?page=Advocacy.
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IOPFDA Gears Up for ‘Creative Disruption’ Conference

Disruptions signal a departure from
the norm that forces a person, organization or business to adapt, learn and
ultimately improve to thrive.
A creative disruption intentionally brings the challenge or change
right to the organization to force it to
change and adapt in advance of a
random, unpredictable challenge that
will eventually reach the organization.
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Thrive” tagline—will be co-hosted by
the Business Solutions Association
(BSA) and the Independent Office
Products and Furniture Dealers Association (IOPFDA) through the Office
Furniture Dealers Alliance (OFDA) for
office furniture dealers and the National Office Products Alliance (NOPA).

Every business continues to adjust to
disruptions as competitors respond
to a business’s unique offering. Creative Disruption helps a business gain
a competitive advantage by seeking
tipping points for improvement before
competitors replicate and/or improve
upon the business model.

To be held at the Loews Coronado
Bay Resort & Spa in San Diego, October 22-25, the IOPFDA track of the
Creative Disruption Conference will
piggyback on the BSA conference on
the afternoon of October 23 and bring
together office products and furniture
dealers, manufacturers and manufacturer’s reps for an evening of shared
learning and networking.

In a proactive effort to encourage business development, networking and
industry knowledge, this year’s 2014
conference—with the Creative Disruption logo and “Collaborate, Transform,

A full-day’s dealer segment dedicated to business growth and development will offer a variety of sessions,
including Streamlining the HR Process, Social Media and Managing the
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Generations, with more sessions in
the works.
An update on IOPFDA’s legislative
and regulatory affairs efforts will shed
light on the future of government procurement and Cleveland Research
Company’s “State of the Industry and
Key Trends” presentation will offer
current industry statistics as well as
an overview of the consumer landscape and recent developments in
the marketplace. It will also explore
how the office products and furnishings industry is evolving to find new
growth categories.
Challenge the status quo now and
thrive tomorrow! Sign up by July 31
and save $200 on the cost of registration. Download a brochure and registration form here.
For additional information, contact
IOPFDA (info@iopfda.org or
410-931-8100).
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The industry is ever changing and so is the sales job. The key question independent dealer owner and managers should be asking is,
“Are my salespeople and my customer contact people keeping up with all these changes?”
Today, having basic selling skills and product knowledge is just the beginning—and the product side is plenty challenging just by
itself, as dealers continue to broaden their mix and take on new categories.
Even as more and more business moves online, the ability to build strong, long lasting relationships with customers is more important
than ever. If you and your sales team are truly looking to move up to the next level, understanding customers and what matters most
to each of them is critical.
That came across loud and clear as I talked with a number of successful independents from around the country. Listen in.
In addition to recording the practice sessions for review and
critique, COS sales managers are also spending more time in
the field with less experienced reps, Ireland reports. “We let
them lead the sales call but we’re there to provide support and
guidance,” he explains.
“We want our people to look on a No as an opportunity and get
them asking prospects the question, ‘What haven’t we done that
will allow you to switch?’”

COS Business Products & Interiors,
Chattanooga, Tennessee
COS president Skip Ireland offers a compelling argument for
making the investment in a strong training program.
“Training is important for any dealership today simply because
the stakes are so high,” he contends. “To go through the hiring
process and not do everything you can make to make it a success
can be very expensive and the days when we could approach it
like we were just throwing a bunch of spaghetti on the wall in the
hope some of it would stick are long gone.”
In recent years, Ireland reports, COS has made a conscious effort
to bring younger people into the company, partly to build a solid
employee base for the future and partly in response to finding
an increasingly younger generation of buyers among customers.
“These people are brand new to the industry and they need
a strong onboarding program that focuses on the basics,” he
explains. At COS, an important part of that program is S.P.
Richards’ Welcome to the Office Products Industry presentation,
which offers a general introduction to the industry and its key
elements.
Once the onboarding effort has been completed, COS draws
extensively on role-playing exercises, primarily developed inhouse, to take new salespeople to the next level.
“We’ve hired a lot of very smart people but they don’t necessarily
come with the ability to solve problems or convert the fencesitters among our prospect base into customers,” Ireland says.
“We use role playing to give our sales team a better understanding
of the things that allow COS to win when we go looking for new
business and to help them understand what a prospect is really
saying when they say no.”
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Preferred Business Solutions,
Dallas, Texas
“Our customer churn rate is extremely low,” states Preferred’s VP
of sales Andre Allen, “and that’s because we not only talk about
high levels of service, we deliver. Once we get a customer, we
never let up. We’re looking for long term relationships. Every one
of our 16 reps is available to customers 24/7. What the customer
wants the customer gets!”
Training can be challenging, Allen says. “Most of our reps are
quite experienced, but because of our rapid growth, we are
regularly hiring new people. The high expectations of the new
young reps can be a problem when they realize that they live in
a different world than most of their customers. They soon learn
that some customers still use the telephone and have never
heard of texting!”
“Acquiring basic selling skills and product knowledge can be
simply too much for the twenty-something fresh out of college.”
“On the other hand, our experienced reps have the opposite
problem. Many customers don’t want face to face interaction
with salespeople. Now you have to ask the question, ‘How do
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you like to be communicated with?’”
Preferred provides both individual and group training, with
quarterly sessions for all personnel involved with customers.
They use United Stationers’ programs primarily. Their training
facility is nearby.

it,” Sigmon points out. “We like to run something at least once or
twice a month so we can keep training pretty much all the time.”

Allen works with United’s training facilitator, developing programs
for the entire year. “I like to have exclusive training for my own
people, rather than sending reps to general sessions. In addition,
we use TriMega and manufacturer training.”

Superior Business Products,
Schenectady, New York
“Acquiring a furniture dealer last year has significantly changed
our business model, which required considerable training, not
only on product but also how to work on larger projects and
longer sales cycles,” explains Superior’s Ray Seefeld,
“In addition to manufacturer provided training, we use the S.P.
Richards online programs. They have many different modules,
from cold calling to product training—jan/san is one example.
Some modules can be covered in a short period of time, done
over a slightly extended lunch hour.”

Kennedy Office,
Raleigh, North Carolina
“A strong training program is probably more important for dealers
today than it’s ever been,” says Kennedy Office’s Bill Sigmon.
At Kennedy, he adds, much of those efforts are focused on
making sure the sales and customer service teams are experts
on the dealership’s website.
“We’ve made a major investment to develop a superior website
and it’s critical that our people can show customers how to
navigate their way around it and find what they need quickly and
easily,” he says.
Technology also comes strongly into play with other aspects of
Kennedy’s training and internal communications in general.

“Selling, in my mind, is a lot about relationships and networking.
We try to build this into all our training. For example, all our reps
belong to the chambers of commerce in their markets. Putting
the right person with the right customer is very important and
something we’ve been working on for a while.”
“Age differences between customers and reps can sometimes
be a problem. We look at this as one factor in determining the
best match-up. Fortunately we have reps in every age group,
from the 20s to the 60s. At the same time, our training includes
how to best work with buyers at every age and knowledge level.”

“We operate out of five different locations across the state of
North Carolina and every month, we hold an online companywide meeting for training with all our branches connected over
smart boards,” he explains.
A member of Independent Stationers, Kennedy has become
increasingly active in the local government and educational
markets through the group’s U.S. Communities contract and
has drawn on IS training to bolster its expertise, both for office
products and school supply sales.
And the company doesn’t forget product knowledge training,
either, bringing in manufacturer reps for presentations on a
regular basis.
“The more comfortable you can make a salesperson feel about
a particular product or product category, the more they’ll sell of

Coastal Office and Promotional
Products, Chesapeake, Virginia
“We use Independent Stationers’ and United Stationers’ training
programs,” states Coastal’s John Willcox.
“We use webinars and classroom programs. Every rep is
involved in some kind of training, even the 20-year veterans. We
CONTINUED on page 38 >>
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are a small dealership with no sales manager, but I’m considering
creating that position, primarily to work with our reps not just for
training, but to develop a plan to build our business by finding
new customers and increasing sales to existing customers.”
“It’s imperative that we grow our business. Today you need to be
in at least the $10 million range and we have a way to go to reach
that number. To accomplish that goal, we have to be better than
our competitors at everything we do, so continual training for all
our people is an absolute necessity.”

Office Solutions,
Yorba Linda, California
Bob Mairena heads one of the largest and most rapidly growing
independents in the country, with 36 sales reps, and customers
from Los Angeles to the Mexican border.
“Our reps no longer sell products, they’re selling categories and
they’re selling capabilities—what they can do for the customer,”
Mairena explains. “It’s no longer features and benefits, showing
the product. Reps have to be able to do a lot more than that,
like finding opportunities in categories they’re not used to selling,
whether it be new and quite different furniture lines, conference
room design, breakroom design and furnishings or sanitation
products, just to mention a few.”

Premier Office Supply,
Kenilworth, New Jersey
For Premier Office Supply president Barry Farbstein, ongoing
training is not just about giving his people the confidence they
need to do battle in a fiercely competitive market. It’s also about
giving his dealership a clear competitive advantage.
The cornerstone of Premier’s training program is the FUEL salesfocused training program from S.P. Richards.
Presented by INDEPENDENT DEALER columnist Krista Moore
and members of her K.Coaching coaching and training organization, FUEL is mandatory for any new hires at Premier, Farbstein
reports.
“Once they’ve taken FUEL, I know they’re ready for battle,” he
says. “And I work with them after each session and ask them
to teach me back what they’ve learned so that I know they’re
learning themselves.”

“We don’t expect our reps to be totally knowledgeable in every
one of those areas. We have specialists in house to work with
the reps, as well as from manufacturers, but reps must build
relationships with customers that allow the follow-ups to
happen.”
“Our sales force has gotten older and the buyers are getting
younger. We use United’s boot camp program, and HON’s
training programs, and provide training at our monthly sales
meetings. Manufacturer reps from printing, janitorial, beverage
and other categories come in regularly.”
“It’s important that our reps are equipped with smart phones and
iPads and are willing to communicate with millenials in the ways
they prefer. We include this in our training programs.”

For Farbstein, an ongoing commitment to training is essential for
just about any dealer today.
“Sometimes it seems like our industry is changing almost on a
daily basis and we absolutely have to give our people the training
they need to keep them up to speed, not just on traditional topics
like sales and customer service, but increasingly in new areas
like social media,” he contends.

CONTINUED on page 39 >>
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Like many dealers today, Cunningham is making a major push
in the jan-san area and the category business development
manager from his first-call wholesaler S.P. Richards has been
riding along with each of his sales reps to help them move along
that particular learning curve smoothly.

Wist Office Products,
Tempe, Arizona
“Every Monday morning our sales team gets together and
reviews the past week—the successes and the misses, reports
Ian Wist. “We discuss each product category and service. For
example, four of our reps have been working on MPS, so they
share their experiences and then we all discuss it. Everyone
learns something and leaves the meeting with at least one or two
good ideas they can use right away.”
“Training is continual here,” states Wist. “We employ many of
the United Stationers and TriMega programs. Next week there’s
a webinar on ad specialties. We’ve used them on a variety of
topics, including MPS, jan/san, and beverage service. They’re all
recorded so we can return to them as needed. Manufacturer and
rep groups also play an important part in our training efforts.”
“It’s a challenge for all of us, myself included, as we add categories
and new customer types, which go far beyond traditional office
supply users.”

Warden’s, Modesto, California
Sales training, says Warden’s Joe Cunningham, is all about
striking the right balance. “You want to give your salespeople
the knowledge they need but you also want to leave them with
the freedom to put that knowledge to work in their own way,” he
contends.
If you’re on the Warden’s sales team, you certainly can’t complain
about any lack of training opportunities.
The dealership holds formal, hour-long training sessions for the
entire sales team at least three times a month, Cunningham
reports, and he brings in manufacturer and wholesaler reps on a
regular basis to ride along with the sales team for hands-on, onthe-job training on particular product categories.

Warden’s has also used outside training consultants with
success, says Cunningham, among them, INDEPENDENT
DEALER columnist Tom Buxton. “We’ve brought Tom in to train
our people on sales techniques, particularly on the psychology of
prospecting and getting past the gatekeeper,” he reports.
“Training can be time consuming for just about everyone involved
but at Warden’s, at least, we certainly feel that the results more
than justify it.”

Office Essentials,
St. Louis, Missouri
“Something we’ve been doing with both new and experienced
salespeople is showing them more meaningful ways to talk
with prospects and customers about our service,” says Kate
Dougherty, business development manager at Office Essentials.
“We’ve spent the last couple of years developing programs that
will improve our presentations to prospective customers and
subsequent business reviews. The area that I felt we needed to
hone in on was the creation of new and specific language for our
reps when they talk about our service. They usually talk about it
in very broad, sort of grey terms, like, ‘You should do business
with us because we have great service or next day delivery’, and
so on. We want them to talk in terms that stand out from the
competition and are much more meaningful. It’s about phrasing.
Instead of saying, ‘We have next day delivery with our own
trucks,’ you might say, ‘We provide extra-mile delivery. We are
not just delivering next day but delivering it to exactly where you
want it in the building.’”
“In our workshops, we sum it up this way: How should we talk
about the essential experience and what it’s like to do business
with Office Essentials—whether it’s our warm blanket of customer
care or the 24/7 flexibility of our sales group provides or that extra
mile delivery—providing that magic to each individual account
that no one else can match.”

CONTINUED on page 40 >>
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Who Trains the Boss?
One dealer’s sales manager I talked with, who asked that I not mention
her name, said that the owner is old school and doesn’t want to change.
“He’s not interested in doing any training, or even using the information
that our software provides to help our reps,” she continues.
My own experience tells me that this is not an isolated instance. One
dealer owner I talked with said that she worries that the younger people
in her company will see her as “not on top of things,” even though she
works very hard to keep learning every day.
“In our market, hiring anyone with sales experience and a good track
record is difficult. Young people just out of college expect a starting salary
of $45,000 while they’re learning the job. You’re taking big chances, no
matter how much training you provide,” she concludes.
But while investing in new people and their training may mean taking
big chances, the risks involved in doing nothing are so much greater.
The rate of change in our industry today is faster than it’s ever been—
new products, different customer types, new online competitors, a place
where both employee and customer expectations are growing.
Simply keeping up is no longer acceptable. We have to do better.
Speeding up the educational process is essential if we want to continue
to increase the independent dealers’ share of the market.
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Follow Up Skills Can Help
You Gain a Competitive
Advantage
By Marisa Pensa

As an independent dealer, one of your
key goals has to be gaining a competitive
advantage and setting yourself apart from
everyone else out there. A big part of
the way you do that is by demonstrating
excellent follow up skills throughout the
entire sales process.
It can be so easy to leave a meeting or
end a phone call feeling like the prospect
is interested.
You had great rapport. They gave you a
list. They gave you specific issues they
have experienced. Then, you call the
JULY 2014

following week and can’t get them on the
phone or can’t get them to come out to
see you. Sound familiar?
In selling, particularly in this industry, it
is critical to gain a next step after every
interaction with a prospect. Prospects
may mean well, but time kills deals and it
is so very easy to lose momentum.
Prospect may tell you they are interested
but that often does little more than give
you false hope. Real interest is backed
up by a commitment to take some kind
of action. It could be meeting with you,
INDEPENDENT DEALER

speaking with you or doing something
else for you, and is typically scheduled to
happen in two weeks. This planned action
is the all-important Next Step.
A Next Step is tangible evidence that
someone is working with you. It’s not a
gut feeling that the person is interested in
playing ball with you but genuine proof of
that interest. Curious about your ability to
get to the Next Step?

CONTINUED on page 42 >>
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Take a moment to answer this question:
How many of my prospects have MY
name in THEIR calendars, waiting to hear
from me in the next two weeks?

on the phone? You can save one to three
weeks between each meeting—and perhaps trim as much as a month off of your
overall sales cycle.

Why fight for a scheduled Next Step?
Here’s why:

Reason #4:

Reason #1:
You Get a Reaction. Securing a date and
time on your prospect’s calendar gives
you tangible evidence that they are interested. If you cannot secure a mutually agreed upon date and time for another appointment, ask yourself: If they will
not agree to talk or meet with me, what
makes me think they will eventually BUY
from me?

Reason #2:
You Will Improve Your Closing Ratio. If a
quote or proposal was requested, it is critical that you not send it by email without
setting a specific date and time to review
the quote/proposal with your prospect.
How many times has someone responded, “You are not cheaper than what we are
currently paying. I think I’ll stay with my
current vendor.”
By securing a mutually agreed upon date
and time to review the quote with the
prospect in advance, you will:
• Proactively address any pricing concerns.
• Have an opportunity to suggest items
that are more cost-effective.
• Dramatically improve your closing
ratio.
Always ask for a next step! “How does
Tuesday at 2 look for you?”

Reason #3:
You Will Shorten Your Selling Cycle. At
the end of a sales meeting or phone call,
most salespeople say “I’ll call you next
week.” Then they end up wasting all kinds
of time playing phone tag. Why not set the
Next Step while you’re still face to face or
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You Can Demonstrate Excellent Follow-Up Skills. By proactively scheduling
a time to talk, review a quote, personally
take a first order or walk your prospect
through the online ordering process, you
are demonstrating the superior service
you are willing to provide, even before the
first order is placed.

Reason #5:
Your Time Management Will Improve.
Here’s a fact of sales life: The quote/proposal that’s due “sometime next week”
will probably slip to the bottom of your
priority list. The proposal that’s due because of a meeting you’ve scheduled for
next Tuesday at 2:00 will be less likely to
slip. You will work more efficiently when
you have a scheduled deadline.

Reason #6:
You’ll Prioritize Your Follow Up. Let’s
say it’s a busy month. Maybe you have
20 first appointments. Say that seven of
them don’t go anywhere—you get a clear
No or the person is obviously unqualified.
If you don’t ask for a Next Step at the
end of the first meeting, then 13 people
are now in call-me-next-week-some-time
mode.
Come to think of it, you also have thirteen
people like that from LAST month… and
thirteen from the month before that ... But
suppose you only have time for five quality proposals this month. Which prospects
do you focus on?
Well, if you regularly ask for a Next Step,
you’ll know exactly who you should write
a proposal for—the people who agreed to
a Next Step!
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Remember, real interest is demonstrated
by ACTION. You are making the people
who agreed to a Next Step your priority
because at least they agreed to see you
again. Other prospects DIDN’T agree to
see you.
So again, here’s the question: If they
didn’t agree to SEE you, what makes you
think they’ll BUY from you?

Reason #7:
You’ll Send the Right Message. Translation: My time is valuable, too. Consider
this: We teach people how to buy from us.
So we don’t want to say, “When are you
free?” but rather, “I’ve got a slot at 11:00
on Tuesday morning. Does that work?”
Sending the “When are you free?” message is professional suicide. Why would
you want to send someone the message,
“I’ll go way out of my way to spend two
minutes with you?”

Reason #8:
You Worked Too Damn Hard to Set up
the Appointment in the First Place to
Let it Go. You’ve made a sizeable time
investment to set up a first meeting, drive
out and meet with the prospect.
Even if you only sell by phone, you have
made 20 or more calls to find just one
prospect and then fought through objections to engage them in a meaningful conversation. Why in the world would we end
that call without a mutually agreed upon
date and time to talk again?
Good selling to all of you and have a great
third quarter!
Marisa Pensa is the owner of Methods in Motion, a
sales training organization that has helped hundreds
of companies, both in the office supply industry
and across a range of industries, start inside sales
teams from the ground up and develop both new and
seasoned sales professionals and sales managers. For
more information, visit www.methodsnmotion.com.
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Succession
Planning:

Steps to an Action Plan
By Bill Kuhn

In last month’s column, “Succession
Planning: A Call to Action,” I stressed the
critical importance of having a written
succession plan, citing the all too many
horror studies that can result from not
having a plan and noting that, sadly, very
few small business owners have actually
developed a plan. Hopefully, that column
served as a wake-up call for dealer owners and principals.
This column addresses the steps involved in the planning process. Often,
succession planning is only associated
with identifying and developing ultimate
successors. A well-developed plan is
more comprehensive, as the following
steps indicate.
Plans and approaches will vary, in part
based upon owner intentions—whether to perpetuate the existing business,
acquire, be acquired, merge, or transfer
ownership—and timing.

Suggested Steps in Your Succession
Planning Process
1. Acknowledge the need for succession planning and commit to the process. Building an exit strategy, choosing
successors and perpetuating your business may be the most important decision
you’ll ever make.
The right decisions can mean that the
rewards for all the passion and toil that
you spent in building a business can
continue to return to you and your family,
your customers and employees and your
community for years to come.
As owner or key principal, commit to the
process and hold yourself accountable
for implementing it. And make sure you
set aside the time and energy required to
do it right!
2. Assess what you know and don’t
know about your business. Be as introspective and honest as you can when

you address the following three questions:
•W
 here is the business headed? Answering this question means evaluating
your dealership’s purpose, vision and
direction. Your answer also lays the
foundation for professionally managing
the business for either management
succession or sale to an outside party.
•W
 hat is your estimate of the value of
your dealership today and your targeted optimal value at the time of your departure? A precaution: Dealer principals
often hold unrealistic expectations of
the value of their company right up to
the time they wish to sell or retire.
•W
 ho has or may have the skills and
abilities to get your business where you
want it to be? Answering this question
requires an assessment of your employees’ existing leadership and managerial qualities, behavior, and performance. It also will help clarify whether
you need to recruit outside talent.

CONTINUED on page 44 >>
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3. Have a valuation of your business
performed by a qualified outside professional. It is essential for you, as owner, to
have a good understanding of your dealership’s realistic value today in terms of
hard assets and goodwill. This may well
shape your decision on when you retire.
Some owners set their exit plan based on
a point in time (e.g., age 65); others base
it on a dollar amount they want to realize
at the time of their departure.
Knowing your value allows you to make
better decisions now, take steps to increase value and position your company
for the future. It also provides you with a
more accurate time frame.
Knowing your value is also a prerequisite
to adequately addressing other aspects
including tax and estate planning considerations, incentive and stock options,
buy/sell agreements, or selling or merging your dealership.
4. Set criteria and objectives for business perpetuation (management
succession) or for a sale (ownership
succession). In planning for perpetuation
of the organization, develop a positioning
plan to maximize shareholder value that
will make ownership highly attractive.
Base management succession and ownership on performance, and provide for
an orderly transition to minimize disruption.
The process of succession involves
change management with critical transition factors, including the impact that the
loss of your personal talent is apt to have
on the business.
Having the right people with the right
talent and experience ready at the right
time to manage a succession transition
will require careful planning and a systematic approach to leadership development.
In planning for a sale, continually evaluate your performance in those factors
that typically attract a buyer, including
competent management, a high level
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of customer service and satisfaction,
consistent and improving profitability
and return on investment and a strong
balance sheet and liquidity.

succession management. Objectives,
priorities, and staff change over time; the
plan should be flexible enough to adjust
to conditions that may occur.

5. Focus on leadership development.
Succession planning is not merely identifying or recruiting promising candidates
and the positions they might fill.

Those who lead—and will lead—want
rewards, both financial and non-financial.
They are motivated by challenge, added
responsibility and empowerment, but
more importantly, they will stay with your
company because they know they have
an important stake in its future.

The focus must also be on developmental activities, combining training
and real-life exposure. Stretch your staff
by increasingly challenging roles and
assignments. In the workforce today, this
is what many potential future leaders are
looking for.
6. Identify your successors and discuss
succession with those directly affected.
Identify the qualifications for your potential successor and clearly define the role
to be filled. Keep in mind that a succession plan should include not only those
being groomed for succession, but also
the people who will replace them.
Family members should understand
that opportunity will be afforded only to
strongly qualified individuals, whether
family or non-family, taking into consideration what is required for perpetuation of
the company.

8. Commit your succession plan to
writing, including responsibilities and
time frames. Your plan, including the
factors covered in the seven previous
steps, must be documented in writing. If
the plan is not in writing, my experience
has shown that any meaningful action
will be delayed or just not happen, and
that verbal misunderstandings are likely
to occur.
The plan should include your basis of
selection, expectations and ongoing performance assessment of those involved.
It should also include the specifics of
ownership transfer, basis of company
value and the mutual agreements and
time frames between you and your successors.

When identifying successors, professional advisors can—and should—assist in
determining whether potential candidates
have the experience, skills, vision, talent,
performance and behavioral traits to lead
your company into the future.

Developing a well thought out action
plan typically requires a period of 12-18
months for planning and implementation.
It needs to be reviewed and updated
annually to adjust for any changes that
have occurred.

Discuss succession with those directly affected. Key players need to know
where they stand and what is expected
of them. Openness, honesty and dialog
are essential components.

Act now to create the future you want.
The more focused the effort, the more
you stand to gain from your business
now and at the time of your expected
departure.

7. Continually monitor and reward
performance. Measure progress regularly
and include ongoing evaluation and performance reviews of the successors who
have been selected.

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn & Associates, is a
noted industry consultant who has been writing about
the office products and office furniture industries for
over 35 years. Contact Bill by phone: 303-322-8233, or
e-mail: BillKuhn1@cs.com.

Continually identify any shortcomings
in your leadership development and
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The Top Five Mistakes
Sales Job Candidates
Make…

And Why You Shouldn’t Hire Them If They Make Them
By Troy Harrison
This month, we’re taking a look at sales
hiring and some of the things you will see
during that process, with a special focus
on why these things should be viewed
as a knock-out blow to any candidate’s
hopes.
As you read what follows, you will doubtless find yourself thinking, “Well, gee, of
course you shouldn’t hire someone who
makes one of these mistakes!” Rest assured, however, that for each mistake, I
personally know of more than one person
who was hired after making it.
Why do they get hired? Simply because
of emotional involvement on the part of
hiring managers.
Hiring managers are bad at keeping their
distance from candidates. Over 60% of
all hiring decisions are made in the first
five minutes after meeting the candidate,
according to the Society for Human Resources Management. That decision can
be summed up as, “I like this person.” Unfortunately, when you make your decision
on that basis, you’ll overlook the mistakes
below.

Mistake Number One:
The Bad Resume. You will receive resumes with misspellings, grammatical
errors and similar mistakes that indicate
a lack of attention to detail on the part of
the candidate.
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If you see these mistakes, don’t make
the hire. Don’t even interview. For a sales
candidate, the most important sale they
will ever make is the sale that generates a
hiring offer. If your candidate can’t be detail-oriented in that situation, why would
they be any better when dealing with your
customers?
Why this is ignored: Typically,
because most managers begin by doing
a resume scan (about 15 seconds) to determine suitability for an interview. That’s
fine, but after you scan for interviewable
candidates, you should then go back and
READ the resumes in order to look for
problems and design interview questions.
Managers who don’t will have this one
slip by.

Mistake Number Two:
Lateness. “Geez, sorry I’m late, traffic was
tough.” How many times have you heard
that one? Guess what? Traffic will be
tough getting to your customers, too, and
the candidate who can’t show respect for
your time is the candidate who won’t respect your customers’ time either. My philosophy is that the interview begins at the
appointed time, whether the candidate is
there or not—and an interview of one isn’t
much of an interview!
Why this is ignored: Basic human
niceness. We’ve been late to meetings
before so we are inclined to cut some
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slack. Don’t. Remember, this is their most
important sales call and if they can’t get
it right for you, chances are they won’t
get it right for your customers.

Mistake Number Three:
No Mental Presence. I received a phone
call a few days ago from a candidate who
was responding to an ad I had run as part
of my recruiting practice. He opened by
saying, “Hello, this is XXX and I responded to a blind ad for a sales position, and
you were the contact.”
Only problem: I don’t run blind ads. My
ads say who the company is, what the job
is and what it pays. I explained this to the
candidate, and he stammered that he’d
have to find the ad to be sure what job he
sought. I told him not to worry about it,
got him to repeat his name (so I’d know
which candidate to avoid), and told him
I’d give his resume appropriate consideration. Which I did.
If a candidate can’t have his act any more
together than this, he’s not a candidate for
one of my clients.
Why this is ignored: I think there is
an overall declining standard for jobseekers, and unfortunately, some hiring managers have bought into the idea that you
can’t expect the same preparation and
presence of mind as in years past. Bull.
CONTINUED on page 46 >>
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There are people out there who are quality people at every level of the market and
managers shouldn’t let themselves settle
for candidates who are any less.

Mistake Number Four:
Lack of Preparation. When a sales candidate comes in to interview, he or she
should be prepared with a copy of a resume and able to demonstrate they have
done some rudimentary research on your
company.
Showing up empty-handed and empty-headed should be a quick ticket to a
10-minute interview. Don’t fall for the “too
busy to prepare” excuse. Remember, they
are there to sell YOU, the same as you are
there to sell them.
Why this is ignored:I find candidates who show up empty-handed tend
to be very conversational, and it’s easy to
find yourself drawn off-topic into a conversation that has little to do with their

skills and abilities. In so doing, you forget
the fundamentals of hiring.

Mistake Number Five:
Bad Presentation. When you greet your
candidate, you should be evaluating your
impression of them in light of your customers’ potential impressions.
Do they look the part (i.e., neatly and professionally dressed)? Do they have good
hygiene and body language? And—I write
this directly after one such interview—do
they put off any offensive smells?
Laugh if you like, but when you interview
someone who either smells of smoke, liquor or overwhelmingly of their favorite
cologne, remember that your customers
will make their own judgments—and they
won’t be as kind as you might be.
Why this is ignored: Interviewers
tend to put their own first impressions
aside, forgetting that their customers will

make similar judgments. Put yourself in
the place of your customer. If the person
offends merely by being in your office,
they won’t make much headway with
customers, either.
Too often, managers “like” a person and
think, “Well, I’ll cut him/her slack on this
one.” Don’t cut slack. Good interviewing
involves being detail-oriented and reminding yourself of the traits necessary to
succeed in your own sales environment.
Stay focused, kick out the bad candidates
and you’ll find the one you need.
Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean
It!” who helps companies build more profitable
and productive sales forces with cutting-edge
sales training and methodologies. For information on booking speaking/training engagements,
consulting, or to sign up for his weekly E-zine, call
913-645-3603, e-mail Troy@TroyHarrison.com, or
visit www.TroyHarrison.com.

Office Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL)
is a professional organization connecting women in
leadership roles within the Office Products industry.
Together we can learn, develop and grow while forming
professional connections and developing lasting friendships.

Join our conversation on Facebook and LinkedIn for more information.
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Making the Tough Decisions
That Lead to Success
By Tom Buxton

Effectively selling any product or service
requires work and hard choices. If you like
personal stories that may have an application for your business, read on. If you
don’t feel that learning from others’ challenges could be of benefit, neither of us
will know if you skip this article.
We received an above- asking- price offer
for our house the first day it was on the
market and within two weeks, we had a
solid contract for the listed price. Wow!
Selling real estate (just like office products) is easy, right?
Not so fast. It wasn’t easy, nor was it simple. It took a lot of effort and some hard
choices, as is the case with most “overnight successes.”
Our saga started over a year ago, when
we first decided that we wanted to downsize. Those of you who read my column
regularly might remember that we quickly
ran into the word “update.”
It turns out that HGTV (Home & Garden
Television for those of you still in blissful
ignorance) has taken over the world, and
unless your house contains the requisite
stainless steel appliances, oil-rubbed
bronze or brushed nickel fixtures and the
right sort of paint, selling will be nearly impossible.
Our twenty-five-year-old home, though
well-maintained, had none of the above.
We didn’t receive a single offer during the
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six months we were initially on the market!
Once we became aware that no one was
going to buy our house—even at a lower
price than we had ever intended to sell it
for—we took it off the market it and went
to work. Over the next six months we replaced all the light fixtures, bought a new
refrigerator (that we didn’t need), changed
all the door handles, etc., etc.
Then came the hard part.
We loved the young man who had been
our realtor, but I made the decision to
replace him with a gentleman who has
been in the business for over 25 years. He
knows our neighborhood to the point that
he could tell us how many similar houses
to ours exist and even what the original
site fee was for our stunning view.
The pain involved in that decision was immense, but it got worse. The minute we
signed with him, our new realtor told us
that the first two floors of carpet would
need to be replaced before the house
went on the market.
We had hoped to provide an allowance,
so that we wouldn’t need to deal with the
pain of moving all the furniture. But he is
the expert so we bought the carpet. (He
currently has two other houses for sale
in our neighborhood that did not want to
update their carpet, and neither has sold
so far.)
He also knows the marketplace and has
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helped us search for a new residence that
steers clear of areas where resale would
be tough or property taxes are too high.
Who knew that even water prices can vary
as much as 40% within twenty miles of
our location?
Don’t get me wrong. We didn’t move forward on all of his recommendations, but
the presence of an experienced professional who gently, but firmly provided assistance was invaluable.
Tough decisions, hurt feelings and taking
direction from someone who doesn’t love
your house (or business) the way you do
is often what produces success.
We don’t want to hear it, but we may have
the wrong product, an out-of-date solution or a person who lacks the right experience or abilities holding us back from
being successful.
If your business is struggling to accomplish its goals, have you considered a total
re-evaluation of your people and offering?
We might possibly have sold our house
without making the changes we did but
I doubt it. It was difficult, it hurt my pride
and it cost us a lot of money. But there is
no doubt that the investment was worth it.
We needed to change. Do you?
Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup
consulting organization, works with independent office
products dealers to help increase sales and profitability.
For more information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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